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Abstract
The Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV) was identified in human for the first time in the history. This is a zoonotic pathogen which was appeared first in Saudi Arabia and Jordan. According to WHO report, 858 deaths out of 27 countries were reported Between April 2012 and December 2019. The substrate at position P1 in glutamine is important for the protease of corona virus which is similar to that of 3C protease in enteroviruses. In the development of viral drugs, the best target is proteases having specificity and plays an important role in the processing of viral polyprotein. Based on the structure, Peptidomimetic ketoamides designed as potent, broad spectrum inhibitor of 3c proteases against corona viruses. The present review is focused on the symptoms, transmission, target and prevention of the virus.
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Introduction
Center East respiratory disorder (MERS) is a respiratory disorder caused because of infection spreader because of novice coronavirus (Middle East respiratory disorder coronavirus, or MERS-CoV) that was first recognized in Saudi Arabia in the year 2012. Coronavirus is a major group of infections that can prompt illnesses with side effects of regular cold and Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS). General MERS indications are fever, cough and insufficient breath. Pneumonia is normal, yet not all that time. Gastrointestinal track side effects, including, diarrhea have likewise been recorded as information. Some research center positive instances of MERS-CoV disease are recorded as asymptomatic, in truth they don’t have any clinical indications, yet they are sure for MERS-CoV contamination following a test in the lab. Agreeing WHO in the Year 2019 35% of detailed patients with MERS-CoV disease have died (Favalli et al 2020) [5] Even though the vast majority of human instances of MERS-CoV diseases have been ascribed to human-to-human contaminations in the Health care sector, present research study proposes that dromedary camels are a significant reason for MERS-CoV and a MERS infection of animal as source in human being. In any case, the specific job of dromedaries in transmission of the infection and the specific route(s) of transmission are obscure. The structure and replication of infection are portrayed in (Fig 1&2).
Source of the virus
This virus can be transmitted from animals and human beings as it is a zoonotic virus. The human beings are being transmitted due to dromedary camels which are infected previously. MERS-CoVs spreaded Mostly in Middle east countries like Africa, south asia (Alsalihi et al., 2019) [1].

Novel broad-spectrum antibiotic compound effective against corona viruses
New compounds are identified by researchers which fight against new virus like corona, SARS-CoV) severe acute respiratory syndrome, Middle-East respiratory disease virus (MERS-CoV). The main target is protease identified by scientist for viral replication. In this process an effort on combating the corona virus by broad-spectrum antivirals by researchers was outstanding. It was investigated by scientist that by selecting 3C protease as target in viral replication, which is a similar protein like enteroviruses causing many diseases like common cold, mouth, foot infections. Structures of proteases were examined by x ray crystallography by researchers and then designed series of α-ketoamide compounds (fig-3). It is tested in human by blocking the enzyme active site or binding it (Linlin Zhang et al., 2020) [12]. Researchers founded that alongside the likenesses between SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2, there is hereditary variety between the two and it isn’t clear if epitopes that investigate an immuno reaction against SARS-CoV will be successful against SARS-CoV-2. They had found that only 20 percent of the SARS-CoV epitopes map like SARS-CoV-2 and accepted as promising compounds."

Target for Corona
The substrate at position P1 in glutamine is important for the protease of corona virus which is similar to that of 3Cprotease in the entero viruses. In the development of viral drugs the best target is proteases having specificity and plays an important role in the processing of viral polyprotein. Based on the structure Peptidomimetic ketoamides designed as potent, broad spectrum inhibitor of 3c proteases against corona viruses.

Fig 2: Replication of Virus

Fig 3: α-ketoamide compound

Since the year 2003 there has been an outbreak of acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) and now 17 yrs is passing away but still there is no perfect cure for (SARS-CoV) (Hilgenfeld et al., 2013) [3]. Patient suffering from SARS and its consequences is prevailing on other side development of antiviral drugs and its commercial in viability ended in rapid
increase but not appeared in 2004. Due to this Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV) which is the native of SARS-CoV resulted in 2012. MERS is perceived by respiratory illness, same as SARS, alongside, once in a while causes renal failure (Zaki et al., 2012). At the same time number of enrolled MERS cases is less (2494 as of November 30, 2019), the pios MERS-CoV is comparatively more dangerous than that introduced by SARS-CoV. The fatality rate is high (about 35%, contrasted with 10% for SARS) and truly MERS cases are as yet reestablishing seven years after the revelation of the infection, while the SARS flare-up was generally contained between a half year. The capacity for human-to-human transmission of MERS-CoV has been illustrated positively in the year 2015 eruption in South Korea, where 186 cases can be detected back to a first contaminated tourist coming back from the Middle East (Eckerle et al., 2013) [4]. SARS-like coronaviruses are as yet existing in bats in China from where they may numerous over into the human populace (Butler et al., 2015) [3] (Ge et al., 2013) [6] (Menachery et al., 2015) [9]. This is most likely what caused eruption of atypical pneumonia in Wuhan, which is associated with a fish and many seafood, animal outlets. The RNA genome (GenBank promotion code: MN908947.3) of the new beta coronavirus includes around 82% similar from that of SARS-CoV (Yang et al., 2016 [10] (Hu et al., 2017) [8].

**Symptoms**

The symptoms of MERS-CoV infection varies from asymptomatic or mild respiratory symptoms to SAR disease and sometimes leads to death. The most common symptoms of MERS-CoV disease is fever, cough and shortness of breath. Pneumonia is a uncommonly seen, but does not exist all time. Gastrointestinal tack symptoms, including diarrhea, also have been reported. The patient suffers from breathing problem due to insufficient flow of air and in such cases ventilators are strongly recommended. This virus is infected to the person having less immunity power with more age group ie above 60yrs and in infant with less than 5yrs. The patient with renal disorders and tumors, diabetes, chronic lung disorders are having the risk of getting the infection.

As Per Data Mostly 35% of patients with MERS have passed on, however this might be an overestimate of the genuine death rate, as some mild cases of MERS might be missed in the survey and until more is thought about the infection, the fatality rate of cases is numbered among the research lab affirmed cases (Zumla et al., 2015) [13].

**Scientists suggest T-cell epitopes that could be targeted by Coronavirus vaccines**

Different targets and different therapies search for various types of coronaviruses by researchers. Scientist from the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology (HKUST) investigated the B-cell and T-cell spike and nucleocapsid protein epitopes that result in response to SARS-CoV-1, which leads to disease, to find biomarkers that could be injected into vaccines to trigger an immune response to SARS-CoV-2. According to the researchers, no mutations have been seen in the SARS-CoV-2 epitopes they have enlightened, so immune targeting of these may give protection against COVID-19. The research team advised their work, published in the Viruses, can now be upheld on by drug development industries to teach their R&D of a COVID-19 vaccine (Ahmed et al., 2020) [2].

**Prevention and treatment**

The best way to avoid the infection is to maintain self-hygiene, mostly when visiting market places and farms and other public places. As of, there are no vaccines and medicaments available currently. Researchers are sorting out the new methods in developing the novel drug (Favalli et al., 2020) [3].

**Conclusion**

MERS-CoV is widely distributed in the areas of middle east countries, causing sporadic human disease and reminded in WHO Blueprint 2020 list of priorities. To avoid the further spread and to reduce the deaths all countries should invest on research activities and vaccine invention.
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